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1. INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION 
1.1. EVENT DATES, PURPOSE, MISSION, EVENT DESCRIPTION AND HISTORY 

The NEORUN took place on Friday 27th October 2017, at Zayed Sports City, Abu Dhabi. Doors opened 

at 17:00hrs and the night drew to a close at 00:00hrs. 

Since its inception in 2014, the NEORUN – The Place to GLO, has evolved into a spooky Halloween 

themed event, ‘The Scariest Place to GLO’. The event now takes place annually every October on 

Halloween Weekend.  

There is no need to run scared, just GLO with the flow at this NEOTASTIC event.  

 

The NEORUN is the ultimate UV paint-filled night time fun run, which has been designed exclusively 

for ages 10 and up. Join us for a thriller of a night at this one of a kind Halloween event, where you 

will journey through our spooktacular 5KM party route. Throughout the course you will enter several 

GLO-Zones, will you discover a ghoulish trick, or a glo-tastic treat?!  

From neon tutus to scary Halloween themed couture, Fancy dress is a must! Let your creepy creativity 

come alive, dress up and stand out!  

Once you hit the finish line, there is no time to rest, as you wrap up the night at the psychedelic Enigma 

Party! Dance the night away as you GLO from head-to-toe listening to the creepy beats from our 

fantastic DJ line up.  

All runners will receive an amazing swag bag filled with glo-tastic treats, including our official NEORUN 

T-Shirt and Neosabre, to help you light up the night. 

After lighting up the night for the fourth time, the NEORUN was back bigger and better than ever 

before, with 9,500 Neorunners, making this our largest event in NEORUN history! 

 

Don’t be afraid . . . Just GLO! 

MISSION: Our mission is to remain the most innovative and ground-breaking event of its genre by 

creating new surprise elements at each event. We aim to make every attendee say ‘WOW’, by creating 

experiences which will encapsulate all the senses. 

OBJECTIVES: The objectives of the Neorun are simple,  

 To remain Innovative – No two Neorun events will EVER be the same!  

 The advocate a healthy and active lifestyle at grass route level by providing a fun, affordable and 
easily accessible platform for all.  

 To be the market leaders of 5km Night time fun runs in the UAE. 

 To expand and grow to different cities and markets around the world. 

1.2. ACTIVITIES UNDER THE EVENT UMBRELLA 

GLO ZONES 

We have 10 glotastic zones along the 5km track, aimed to excite, spook, and light up our runner’s 

night. Here’s the GLO down as to what each zone entails: 

 Ambush: Ready, Set, GLO! This year’s track kicked off with a glo’tastic explosion of neon paint that 
rained down on the crowd. Our runners asked for more paint, and they got it! 

 Rainbow Road: A 500M segment filled with giant colourful rainbows. Travel through a mystical 
rainbow world as you enter the first GLO Zone.  

 Inflatable Alley: The Whacky Dancers returned again to boogie on down in inflatable alley, 
alongside Neorun branded pillars. Funky music filled the air and runners boogied on down to the 
next zone. 
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 Halloween Town: Next came Halloween Town, where an array of larger than life inflatable 
monsters and creatures towered over the guests. 

 Hologram Horrors: The latest in visual technology was used to project 3D ghoulish characters along 
the track. The visuals were synchronized with paired audio, to really add life to these undead 
ghouls. This segment was extended, to increase the spooktacular thrills. 

 UV Tunnel: The UV Tunnel was the most visually vibrant of all. Rays of UV light showered down on 
the runners, highlighting the neon paint they had previously been doused in. 

 Laser Tunnel: Then guests entered the Laser Tunnel, which was an energetic dimension of pulsating 
lights and sound.  

 Disco Street: A new zone for 2017, funky disco balls, flashing lights and groovy monster mashing 
music combined to make a one seriously jazzy street.  

 Graveyard: The graveyard was an undead world that glowed in the night, the runners had to watch 
out because they were in for a fright! With the addition of some projection ghouls to ramp up the 
scare factor! 

 Tree Path: The Tree Path, was a symphony of colour, with rainbow lights flooding the trees. 

Please See Supporting Materials 4.1. Zones For more information 

In the main event area we had several different activations which created a glowing experience from 
start to finish! 

 Sling Shot Photo Booth (Sponsor Activation)  Fire Breathers 

 Games Con (Sponsor Activation)  VIP Yard 

 Guava Pass (Sponsor Activation)  SWYP Sim Give Away 

 Abu Dhabi Police Community Initiative  Food Stations 

 LED Drummers  After Party – DJ Line Up 

 LED Poi  
 

1.3. OVERALL REVENUE AND EXPENSE BUDGET 

Event revenue is generated through ticket sales and sponsorship. We had a tiered ticketing system, 

which encouraged visitors to buy earlier in order to receive discounts. However, we still sold out at 

the door, selling a whopping 800 tickets to last minute eager Neorunners.  

REVENUE CHART 

INCOME 

TICKET SALES 1,647,060 AED ($448,405 USD) 

MERCHANDISE 25,000 AED ($6,800 USD) 

SPONSORSHIP 100,000 AED ($27,000 USD) 

TOTAL INCOME 1,772,060 AED ($482,642 USD) 

OPERATING COSTS 

TOTAL BUDGET 644,560 AED ($175,478 USD) 

  

OVERALL PROFIT GENERATED 1,127,510 AED ($307,000 USD) 
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1.4. ESTIMATED ECONOMIC IMPACT 

Below is our estimated economic impact table, calculated internally by our team, using figures from 

our attendance records, and estimations of average spend per person.  

Estimated Economic Impact Summary 

 Participants Volunteers Media Totals 

Total Number 9,576 150 0 9,726 

Commercial Bed nights 0 0 0 0 

     

Accommodation 0 AED 0 AED 0 AED 0 AED 

Food & Drink 80,000 AED 0 AED 0 AED 80,000 AED 

Shopping/Souvenirs 25,000 AED 1,250 AED 0 AED 26,125 AED 

Local Travel 60,000 AED 1,250 AED 0 AED 61,250 AED 

Other 10,500 AED 1,500 AED 0 AED 12,000 AED  

Total Visitor Spend    179,375 AED 

     

Direct Leakage    -20,000 AED 

     

Eligible visitor Spend    159,375AED 

     

Organizer Net Spend    644,560 AED 

     

DIRECT ECONOMIC IMPACT  803,935AED (218,867USD) 
 

1.5. ATTENDANCE NUMBERS AND DEMOGRAPHICS 

With over 9,500 attendees (9,576 to be precise) this year’s event was our biggest yet!  
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1.6. VOLUNTEER COUNT AND DEMOGRAPHICS 

In total, we worked alongside 150 amazing NEOWARRIOR volunteers for this year’s event!  

 

1.7. STAFFING NUMBERS AND POSITIONS 

 

COMPANY 
REDFILO 
EVENTS 

A/V TICKETMASTER 
ZAYED 

SPORTS 
CITY 

SECURITY VOLUNTEERS POLICE 
LOCATION 

BOX OFFICE 2 0 5 0 2 10 2 

EVENT 
ENTRANCE 

2 0 5 0 10 30 10 

EVENT EXIT 1 0 2 0 2 10 5 

RACE TRACK 8 10 0 0 10 60 2 

MAIN ARENA 2 5 0 20 2 40 2 

TOTAL STAFF / 241  
 

1.8. FOUNDING DATE AND MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

The NEORUN was official founded on the 8th April 2015, when the event first took place in Dubai. The 

event is owned by RedFilo Events LLC, with all copyrights reserved to the former mentioned. RedFilo 

Events was founded in 2008, and is currently celebrating its 10 year anniversary. The Neorun is a 

revenue generating event.   
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2. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS 

2.1. MARKETING CAMPAIGN 

For our marketing campaign we took a 3 pronged approach hitting 3 key channels, social media, 

radio and printed media.  

Artwork 

Here are some examples of our key marketing artwork, used in magazines and across social media.  

 

Radio 

We created our radio campaign aimed at two major radio stations within the UAE, Radio 1 and Star 

FM. Star FM is an Arabic speaking station, and Radio 1 is English. Both stations also have an age 

demographic of listeners between 16 – 31 years old.  

Our radio campaign lasted one month, and included 30” AD spots (90 spots), competitions (5 Spots) 

and live reads (10 Spots), during the breakfast time and evening drive shows on both networks.   
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Editorials 

Our editorial campaign was sent out through two key magazines, Yalla Magazine, and Abu Dhabi 

World Magazine.  

Yalla Magazine was chosen as it is a family magazine which is distributed in schools, residential areas, 
and malls. Abu Dhabi World was then our main choice as there are over 200 distribution stands in over 
160 high traffic locations in and around Abu Dhabi. From these statistics, we believe we received 
maximum exposure.  

 

Example of full page magazine print in Yalla Magazine  

We were also featured in several newspapers.  

 

Example of Newspaper snippet print in The National.  
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2.2. WEBSITE & SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN 

The website includes a live countdown timer which starts when the date is released to the public, 

along with moving icons which follow the mouse along the screen. It is easy to navigate, with the links 

at the top of the page, or users can scroll down to unearth the information. The website is colourful, 

simple and has all the information our Neorunners need for the event.  

 

 

   

 

  

When you navigate 

your mouse over a 

tombstone, a hidden 

message will appear. 

FAQ 

Section. 

Moving icon curser. 
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On social media, we activated Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, Instagram and Youtube.  

We also initiated a brief paid advertisement campaign across 4 of the channels in the last month of 

the campaign to drive home a hard hit of exposure through our most popular gateways.  This boost 

drove an extra 2,000 sales in the last month alone.  

PAID POSTS – SOCIAL MEDIA ADVERTISING 

PLATFORM DATE COMMENCING LENGTH REACH 

FACEBOOK 1.10.2017 14 days 7,000 

INSTAGRAM 6.10.2017 7 days 4,500 

INSTAGRAM 14.10.2017 14 days 10,000 

YOUTUBE (In Video) 1.10.2017 14 days 8,400 

YOUTUBE (In Sidebar) 24.10.2017 4 days 2,400 

SNAPCHAT 1.10.2017 7 days 150,000 

TOTAL REACH (Paid only) 182,300 

Below are a selection of posts we ran for social media, including competitions, urgency alerts, and 

hashtag campaigns.  
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2.3. SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM 

For the first ever year, the Neorun attained a presenting sponsor, SWYP. Swyp (So Whats Your Plan) is 

a new mobile service in the UAE for the now generation, only available to those aged between 15-29 

years. Due to our similar target audience, SWYP was the perfect sponsor for this event.  

In return for 100,000AED presenting partner deal, SWYP was offered full on site collateral branding 

inclusive of flags, barriers, and promotional boards. Their logo and signature was also included in all 

digital marketing and radio adverts.   

SWYP T-SHIRT BRANDING 

 

Please See Supporting Materials 4.2. SWYP for more information 

We also had other partners, who supported us through ‘in kind’ sponsorship deals.  

 Official Venue Partner – Zayed Sports City:  ZSC have been our Venue Partner for 3 years, after 

securing a retainer with them in 2015. As partners, we do not pay a set rate for venue hire, 

instead we pay a percentage of tickets sold.   

 Official Ticketing Partner – Ticketmaster: Ticketmaster have been our official ticketing partner 

for 3 years, after securing a retainer with them in 2015. As partners we pay a lower percentage 

of ticket sales.  

 Official Medical Partner – National Ambulance: We partnered with National Ambulance, who 

provide us with onsite medical support at the event.  

 Event Partners: Wicked Tents, Mind Spirit, Velvet Mayfair, Prime Vision, Flow Air and Power 

Solutions and Right Concepts: Our remaining partners work alongside us providing discounted 

rates on production items, and complementary video content and creation as deals through 

long standing partnerships.  
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2.4. CRITICAL COMPONENTS PROGRAM 
2.4.1. VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 

Our volunteer program is hugely successful each year, and attracts hundreds of bubbly members of 

the community to GLO with us. This year, we had to close our volunteer registration after TWO DAYS, 

due to the overwhelming response of over 450 applicants in 48 hours. Our volunteer registration is 

open to anyone over the age of 16, and we select out applicants on a first come first served basis.  

       

Pre event we also utilize 50 of our volunteers to help us with swag bag packing. 

Our volunteers are identifiable by their orange T-shirt and Neosabre. They are positioned throughout 

key points of the event, including the box office, main stage, and throughout the track.  

This year, we had 150 Neowarriors who helped us to light up the night! All of our hard working 

volunteers receive breakfast, lunch and dinner (As they are required on site for briefing at 9am), as 

well as a participation certificate.  

We also try our best to let our volunteers join the event, and experience the after party if possible, as 

they work so hard for us, we want them to be able to have a great time.  

Heres some answers to our volunteers FAQ’s: 
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2.4.2. GREEN PROGRAM 

Park and ride is an old but gold green program we utilise for our event. Due to the fact that the majority 

of our attendees are young adults who cannot drive yet, we saw the need to make our event accessible 

for them, whilst also looking after the environment. 

We offer a FREE shuttle bus service from select destinations, to encourage carpooling, and reduce the 

number of carbon emissions created by our event.  

Our shuttles are launched from 3 key destinations, one from Dubai, and two from opposite ends of 

Abu Dhabi, to ensure as many people as possible have a chance to use our services.  

Al Reef Compound, Abu Dhabi, to Zayed Sports 
City, Abu Dhabi  

Marina Mall, Abu Dhabi to Zayed Sports 
City, Abu Dhabi 

  

Al Ghubaiba Bus Station, Dubai to Zayed Sports City, Abu Dhabi 

 
 

This year, over 200 Neorunners used our shuttle bus service, which we think is a great achievement, 

and took lots of cars of the roads!  
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2.4.3. EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM 

SCHOOL PARTICIPATION 

For the past three consecutive years we have run our school campaign, to directly target members of 

local schools and universities across Abu Dhabi and Dubai to take part in our event, and get fitter, 

healthier, and more interested in sporting activities. Last year we partnered with 10 schools, and this 

year we doubled that figure, approaching 20 schools and universities.  

To encourage participation, we offer a 30% discount to pupils, and their family and friends. Each year, 

we have seen the number of participants increase, and this year, over 2,000 students used our code, 

which we feel is a colossal success, as more children than ever our interested in sport and fitness fun!  

2015 2016 2017 

1,192 Students 1,654 Students 2,236 Students 

 

ABU DHABI POLICE COMMUNITY INITIATIVE  

As our brand grows, we want to improve and create the best possible experiences for our attendees. 

This year we wanted to really WOW our guests, so we partnered with Abu Dhabi police, who brought 

down two of their super car rescue response vehicles. During the event, they spoke with guests about 

upcoming community projects and educated them on stay safe techniques. The police visit was 

extremely impactful, and informative to guests, who really enjoyed seeing the police presence within 

the community.  
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2.4.4. BEST ACCESSIBILITY PROGRAM 

As the Neorun is primarily a sporting event, we do have certain accessibility restrictions which cannot 

be avoided due to health and safety reasons, such as allowing children’s strollers and pushchairs onto 

the track. We feel this is in the best interest of our guests, as if children are not old enough to walk we 

feel our use of splashing paint may also be a discomfort (our event is designed for children aged 10 

and up).  

We do however allow wheelchair users to take part in our event, as the track is laid across flat ground 

throughout the whole 5KM route. Any wheelchair users who do take part in our event are guided to 

the track with one of our volunteer chaperons, they are then invited to start the race, staggered after 

the main ‘runners’ have left, in order to ensure safety for all.  

Below are a few key points we implement to ensure we provide the best accessibility service possible: 

 Firstly, access. Vehicle access, as well as access throughout the event (clear pathways, ramps and 

level flooring) is ensured throughout the event.  

 We provide disabled washroom facilities at the event. There are also several disabled washrooms 

pre existing on site at the venue.  

 Our minders and volunteers also play a helping hand in our inclusion program. We remind all staff 

to simply ask ‘How may I help you today?’. This question is asked to everyone, regardless of ability, 

to ensure our guests feel welcomed and to acitively show assistance is available at any time.  

2.4.5. CHILDREN’S PROGRAM 

The Neorun is specifically designed for children of the age 10 and up, as we believe that our event is 

family friendly, and targets children at a young age to be more active and enjoy exercise. The reason 

we do not promote the event to those younger than 10 is purely for health and safety reasons. 

Throughout our track and during the post event party, we douse our runners with neon paint. For 

small children, this may cause discomfort and stress. Our paint is of course non-toxic and water 

soluble, however we feel it is best to avoid contact with small children.  

We actively make our event appealing to children, from our bright colours, fun music, creative designs 

and Halloween theme, as we want to rewire the thought that exercise is boring and dull, and create a 

new mind-set within children, who will see exercise as exciting and magical.  

To engage our younger audience and create a connect between children and their families, we 

developed the NEORUNMUMS campaign. All children aged 10 and up who entered with their mums, 

were eligible to use the promo code, NEORUNMUMS. The offer could be applied in stores (not through 

tickets sold online) and entitled both mums and their children to get 30% of ticket prices. At the 

Neorun, we strongly believe in community, and bringing everyone together to enjoy healthy 

experiences as one, so we try to promote this in as many ways as possible.  
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2.4.6. FOOD AND BEVERAGE PROGRAM 

Food was provided by selected resident vendors of the venue, Zayed Sports City. The range was 

extensive with 6 different vendors available.  

 Froyo Scoops 

 Krispy Kreme 

 Lucky Strike 

 Simple Café 

 Sportsman’s Arms Restaurant  

     

Throughout the track, we had 5 water stations, one at the end of each kilometre, along with another 

water station located in the main event area. All the water at these stations was free of charge to all 

of our guests to ensure they remain hydrated.  
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2.4.7. ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM 

Aside from the 5KM race track, we offered our guests a whole host of interactive entertainment to 

ensure their night was jam packed with fun. This year’s post event party saw international DJ to the 

stars, DJ Teddy-O take to the stage, alongside other local talents. DJ Teddy-O has previously worked 

with huge names, such as Beyonce and Jay-Z. We made the night brighter than ever, with an array of 

special effects, from fire, to laser shows and paint cannons dowsing the crowds.  

LED Drummers LED Poi 

  
Slingshot Photo Booth Games Con 

  
Enigma Party International DJ’s 
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2.4.8. MERCHANDISE PROGRAM 

The merchandise for The Neorun is split into two separate elements. Firstly, we have our branded 

‘Swag Bag’ which every participant receives upon purchase of their ticket. Our seriously ‘mind glowing’ 

kits include: 

 Branded Neorun Bag 

 Branded Race T-shirt 

 Neo Sabre 

 Race Bib 

Swag bag collection took place across three separate days from Zayed Sports City, Abu Dhabi: 

25th October: 10am-2pm – 4pm-7pm 

26th October: 10am-2pm – 4pm-7pm 

27th October: 5pm onwards 

 
The second branch of the merchandise are the items we sell on site, which allow our guests to GLO 
the night away!  

 Neon Paint (various colours and sizes) 

 LED Earrings 

 LED Bracelet 

 LED Shoelaces 

 LED Devil Horns 

 LED Glasses 

 Halloween Masks (assorted) 

Prices for our merchandise ranged from 10AED ($2.50USD) for small items like LED rings, to 50AED 

($14USD) for larger items such as UV paint multi packs. We always ensure our merchandise is 

affordable, as our target audience is children aged 12-17 years, who generally have lower disposable 

income.  
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2.4.9. COMMUNITY OUTREACH PROGRAM 

Our DJ line up consists of local talent who we invite to our main stage to show off their skills! By using 

local talent, we aim to inspire other young budding artists to aim high. Our stage is seen by over 9,000 

neorunners, making it a great promotional tool for our DJ’s to add to their CV’s and hopefully grow 

their careers. Each year we get fresh new talent, to allow as many DJ’s as we can the opportunity to 

reach their goals and dreams!  
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2.4.10. EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM 

Safety is a number one priority at every event, especially sporting events, as injury is of a higher risk. 

We teamed up with Abu Dhabi Police, who provided us with an onsite presence and educational 

program (previously mentioned in section 2.3.4. Educational Program).  

 

Our medical partner, National Ambulance, were also on site with an Ambulance, and a team of 5 

medics, to ensure our Neorunners remained safe at the event.  

 

Aside from this, we ensure that pre, during, and post event, our documentation and Health and Safety 

protocol is in practice and up to date. Our safety management plan includes, but is not limited to: 

 Risk Assessments 

 Detailed, to scale floor plans, including locations of first aid kids and fire fighting equipment 

 Timetables and schedules for build-up and breakdown 

 Pre event site visits, evaluating hazards and access routes 

 Venue specific emergency plans (access and exit routes) 

 

Please see Supporting Materials 4.3. Health and Safety for more information 
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2.4.11. SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

VIP Yard 

At each Neorun we create a VIP Yard, a small chill our area for our VIP Badge holders. At Neorun we 

do not sell VIP tickets, however we give VIP Passes to our sponsors, our partners and as giveaway’s in 

social media competitions. Complementary food and beverages are provided, to add a final relaxing 

touch.  
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3. SUPPORTING QUESTIONS 
3.1. WHAT DID YOU UPDATE FROM LAST YEARS EVENT? 

 

DJ LINE UP 

In previous years, we have had a selection of DJ’s play on our main stage, however they are usually 

local talents. For an extra special WOW factor in 2017, our headline act was DJ Teddy-O, from 

Germany. This extra special line up meant for the craziest Enigma Party the Neorun had ever seen. 

The crowd went wild, making for an extra memorable guest experience.  

 

ZONES 

Each year we update our track zones, either adding new ones, or revamping existing ones, and this 

year was no exception. Our new zone was Disco Street, with Hologram Road and Grave Yard getting a 

revamp. Hologram road was extended by 200M, increasing the terror time, and a whole host of new 

and improved holograms were shown. The Grave Yard was spooked up with the addition of its own 

hologram ghouls, and some brand new audio effects including hellish screams and nightmarish roars! 

Disco Street featured a trio of disco balls and colourful lights, creating the perfect place to boogie!  

SPONSOR ACTIVATIONS 

In our main activation area, we displayed some new sponsor booths, from Purple GLO, Guava Pass 
and Games Con. These unique activations included a slingshot photo booth, a fitness tester bicycle 
and a virtual reality games machine.  

MERCHANDISE 
 
Along with the rebranding of our NEOGEAR so it included our new sponsor logo, we added some funky 
new additions to our GLO store. This year we added LED Earrings, LED Bracelets and LED Devil Horns. 

SHUTTLE BUS 

Whilst our shuttle bus service is not new, this year we added new routes, and 10 more buses to 

increase availability for our Neorunners.  

POLICE COMMUNITY ACTIVITY 

A first for Neorun this year was a police meet and greet, with the addition of two of the squads latest 

patrol cars. As so many young neorunners attend this event, we feel it is our duty to portray an image 

of positive role models and create a sense of community spirit and good values.  
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3.2. RESULTS FOR QUESTION 4.1. 

DJ LINE UP  

 Bringing an international DJ to the line up all the 
way from Germany. 

 Inviting a whole host of new locals DJ’s to throw 
down some beats for 2018. 

 

 

ZONES  

 By updating our zones annually we entice our 
neorunners to return year after year.  

 New technologies and advancements in techniques 
happen rapidly. We update our zones to stay ahead 
of the game.  

 
SPONSOR ACTIVATIONS  

 Our sponsors are able to provide us with unique 
activations which enhance our guest experience 
and increase brand loyalty. 

 

MERCHANDISE  

 Our merchandise is an extra revenue generator, 
and by adding new items to the menu, we can 
ensure our guests will continue to buy from our 
store.  

 
SHUTTLE BUS   

 By creating free transportation routes to our event, 
we are able to entice our target market to purchase 
tickets and attend 

 Shuttle buses increase parental trust of the event, 
and reinforce the safe factor, so adults can allow 
their children to attend knowing they will be looked 
after.  

 

POLICE COMMUNITY ACTIVITY   

 Never before have we had police interaction with 
our guests 

 Increased community spirit 

 Enhanced the safety aspect for families 
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3.3. WHAT MAKES THIS EVENT STAND OUT AS AN INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNISED EVENT?  

Not only was the NEORUN the first ever UV night time fun run in the Middle East, it was also the first 

ever open for public Halloween themed event, paving the way for a new creative concept in the 

industry and bringing forward a never before seen event.  

In an era were childhood obesity is prevalent and exercise is seen as a chore, we pride ourselves on 

our promotion of health and fitness in a fun, accessible format, available to the whole community. 

Our bold concepts, GLO colours, and unique design attract the youth away from mobile phones and 

computer games, to engage in a social tactile event with their peers. Being able to contribute to a 

change in the younger generations relationship with fitness is one of the most fulfilling outcomes of 

the event, and one we try to encourage wherever possible.  

Our unique format allows us to combine the Halloween holiday spirit with UV glow fun, in the setting 

of a night time run. The event is truly multi-dimensional and unlike any other in the region, creating 

an unforgettable experience for guests. Layering the themes of neon paint, spooks, music and fitness 

mean there is truly something for everyone to enjoy. This allows fitness-fanatics and music-maniacs 

alike to come to together and experience the fun!  

We aim to elevate the experience for our guests on every level, and to this end we are currently the 

only run in the entirety of the Emirates to play host to an international DJ. Bringing in a globally 

renowned artist such as DJ Teddy-O increases the appeal of Neorun to a demographic typically unlikely 

to participate in a fitness themed family event. Whilst our main aim is for guests to let loose and enjoy 

the experience, it is important for us to promote the notion of health and fitness to as wide a market 

as possible.  

 

 

10 GLO 
ZONES

4 GIANT 
PAINT 

CANNONS

OVER 
9,500 

RUNNERS

15,000 LED 
LIGHTS

8,000 
LITRES OF 
GLO PAINT
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3.4. WHY SHOULD THE EVENT WIN THE IFEA / HASS & WILKERSON GRAND PINNACLE AWARD?  

Year upon year we have shown steady growth, gaining more and more participants at each event.  As 

our attendance grows, so has our quality. We now provide more zones, more special effects, and 

better entertainment than ever before, which keeps our runners coming back each year.  

The Neorun acts as a catalyst model, which drives the creativity and innovation of other event 

managers in the market, creating a competitive environment in which new concepts thrive. The events 

industry is an integral part of both the UAE’s economy and its culture, helping to establish the 

constantly evolving lifestyle of the Emirates. As the UAE grows and becomes home to new faces from 

all around the globe, we strive to create activities to appeal to all ages, and become a part of the 

collective memory of our multi-cultural community.  

We pride ourselves on the creation of an event which promotes true enjoyment, and the development 

of a space for family units to escape from the pressures of day to day life. Spending time with loved 

ones with never go out of style, and the Neorun provides a community space for friends and family to 

revel in live music and entertainment. Our success is displayed by our loyal Neorunners who return 

year after year, a family in of itself which grows with each event. The Enigma after party alone boasts 

a crowd as far as the eye can see, displaying the immense popularity of the event across the Emirates.   

So far we have already amassed an impressive number of awards and accolades, but the GOLD GRAND 

PINNACLE AWARD is still waiting to be won. By attaining this status, we would be able to prove to our 

community that we are providing them the ultimate event entertainment, and the highest quality 

family sporting event in the UAE!  

Please See Supporting Materials 4.4. Awards and Accolades For more information 

Beyond these values, the Neorun also promotes both fitness and the arts. By encouraging the younger 

generation to attend an athletic event we aim to change the public perception of sports, and 

encourage our guests to develop a healthier, more active lifestyle.  

As a live music event, Neorun also provides a platform for musicians from across the region. We feel 

that our support of local talent is integral to the success of the event, as our range of talented DJ’s 

perform and bring the party to life. Displaying UAE based artists acts as inspiration for other young 

aspiring musicians, who can go on to develop their own talents and who may one day grace our stage! 

Community involvement is a huge part of Neorun, from our attendees to our volunteers, who truly 

make the event.  

If the reasons above were not enough to persuade you, then please check out some of our amazing 

event photos to see why we are worthy winners of THE IFEA / HASS & WILKERSON GRAND PINNACLE 

AWARD 2018!!  

Please See Supporting Materials 4.5. Event Photos For more information 
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4. SUPPORTING MATERIALS 
4.1. ZONES 

Rainbow Road Inflatable Alley 

  
Halloween Town UV Tunnel 

  
Laser Tunnel Graveyard 

  
Disco Street Hologram Road 
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Ambush Tree Path 
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4.2. SWYP 

 

Barrier Sleeves 

  

Flags 

  

Promotional Boards 
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4.3. HEALTH AND SAFETY  

Risk assessment  

 

ISO Certifications 
 

Safety Vest including blood type 

and company name 
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4.4. AWARDS AND ACCOLADES 

2017 GRAND PINNACLE SILVER AWARD 

 

 
SPORT INDUSTRY AWARDS SPIA 

Finalist for 

Best Amateur Sporting Event 2016 

WOW ASIA AWARDS 2015 & 2016 

The Silver Award for Best Sports Property of the 

Year 2015 & 2016 

 
 

INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF EVENTS ASSOCIATION - USA 

PINNACLE AWARD 2015 

Gold - Best Event Video - Gold - Best Organizational Website 

Gold - Best Single Magazine Display Ad - Gold - Best Event Promotional Photograph 

    
Silver - Best Radio Promotion - Silver - Best New Event 
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4.5. EVENT PHOTOS 
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